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Set in the UK, Love’s Register tells the story of romantic love and climate change over

four generations. Told by five members of the Lavender family, it begins in York, UK,

in the middle of the free-love 60s, and ends with the night sea journey across the

vastness of Oceania. The family voices, plus others, take us through generational

conflicts in the 1920s, open relationships in the feminist 80s/90s and a contemporary

late-life love affair. Led by a cast of varied, in-depth characters whose stories intersect

surprisingly, with plenty of passion and humour, Love’s Register is a coming-of-age

family saga and modern psycho-logical novel that explores the way we live now.

Love’s Register is an edit of three previously published books – Purple, Blue, Violet –

combined with the voices of a new generation of characters and an indigenous climate

activist.

About the author

Leslie Tate is an author brought up in the 1950s, whose non-binary memoir Heaven’s

Rage has been turned into a film. After studying Creative Writing at the University of

East Anglia, Leslie co-wrote The Dream Speaks Back – a three-way novelistic study of

imagination and the child within. Every week, Leslie interviews socially-engaged people

on radio and on his website https://leslietate.com/. Love’s Register explores how

modern relationships have changed over Leslie’s lifetime. Leslie, together with his wife

and author Sue Hampton, is an Extinction Rebellion activist.

What people say

“How are we to make sense of these times, to process where we are and what we are

facing? In these times we most need our artists. To help us to feel, to help us to

imagine. Giving thanks to Leslie Tate, writer and rebel, for their novel Love’s Register; to

move us, lift us up, make sense and dream that another world is possible…” Dr. Gail

Bradbrook, co-Founder Extinction Rebellion

https://leslietate.com/

